A Solid Choice for Light Commercial STONE SIDING

Versetta Stone® Siding is the first brand to popularize stone siding with its innovative panel design and durable, beautiful manufactured stones. It’s a product that builds upon Boral’s 50 year legacy of recreating the authentic look of stones with true craftsmanship.

Today’s light commercial building trends make stone an essential element to help create warm and welcoming experiences at restaurants, hotels and retail locations. It’s a premium look that’s easy to achieve with Versetta Stone.

Stone Installation MADE SIMPLE

Versetta Stone mortarless stone siding can be installed by virtually any siding installer with basic tools. There’s no need for messy mortar or multiple coats of adhesive. It’s a stone siding that simply installs with screws over a water-resistant barrier. Each course of stone siding interlocks with the course below for a look and feel that’s as solid as traditional stone facades.

Top 5 Reasons to Use VERSETTA STONE

1. Fits within fast-paced build schedule
2. Installs in any weather condition
3. Endures bumps from daily contact
4. Reduces maintenance and repair callbacks
5. Delivers a premium, upscale appearance

See install tips and videos at VersettaStone.com/installation
Tight-Cut, Mission Point

Stone Siding is an innovation that helps architects and builders add exceptional curb appeal to ordinary buildings. Installing stone was once an unnecessary complication that just took too much time and money. Now it’s a simple solution that seamlessly fits within your construction timeline.

**Versatility to Do It All**

Whether you want a grand entrance made of stone, bumped out accent walls, or stone columns that make a statement, Versetta Stone® can help you achieve any look.

**Rock Solid Tip**

Use Versetta Stone on interior walls to add interest to reception areas and showrooms. It can be installed on virtually any standard framed wall with sheathing.

“I have used Versetta Stone on three of our hotel buildings. It is the most cost effective way to add a stone facet to my projects. It is a superior product in appearance, ease of installation, and durability. Highly recommend Versetta Stone!” - Imesh Vaidya, Premier Hospitality, Albuquerque, NM

**Design it with CADdetails**

Insist on Versetta Stone Siding when specifying your light commercial projects. Download CAD files on our most popular stone siding products at CADdetails.com.
Matching Accessories

**J-CHANNEL**
- 10’ Length
- Available in Taupe only

**STARTER STRIP**
- 10’ Length
- Available in Taupe and Charcoal

**WAINSCOT CAP/SILL**
- 36" x 3-1/2"
- 2.6" Exposure / 3" Thickness
- Available in Taupe, Charcoal, and Stone Grey

**TRIM STONE**
- 36" x 9-1/2"
- 8.2" Exposure
- Available in Taupe and Charcoal

**RECEPTACLE BOX**
- 8" x 6"
- 1-3/4" Thickness
- Available in Taupe, Charcoal, and Stone Grey

**LIGHT BOX**
- 10" x 8"
- 1-3/4" Thickness
- Available in Taupe, Charcoal, and Stone Grey

**FASTENING SCREWS**
- Two sizes available: 10 x 1-5/8” and 10 x 2-1/4”
- Quantities available: 100 and 500 per box
- Made of case hardened carbon steel
- Tight Star Recess system grasps the U-Bit tightly

**TEXTURED FINISHING ADHESIVE**
- Coarse texture blends with mortarless stone siding panels
- Can be used to conceal supplementary fasteners
- No special tools or mixing required
- Designed for applications in damp, dry or cold* climates

*At temperatures as low as 32°F (0°C).

Profiles and Colors

**LEDGESTONE**
The rugged texture and purposeful irregularity offer an exposed and well-worn look that suggests years in the elements.

**TIGHT-CUT**
The traditional look of quarried limestone fitted tightly together to emulate rural 19th century American architecture.

**CARVED BLOCK**
The Carved Block texture combines larger stones with a chiseled texture to mimic split face stone.

---

*Actual colors may vary from printed representations.*
Any business names, registered trademarks, and unregistered trademarks featured in the VERSETTA STONE® idea gallery are the property of their respective owners, who are not affiliated with and have not endorsed VERSETTA STONE or BORAL® products.